Associated Student Government General Meeting Minutes
Friday, September 2nd, 2011 at 9:30am
Student Conference Room in the Student Center

1. Organizational Items

1.1 Call to Order @9:38am

1.2 Roll Call

A = Absent
EA= Excused Absence
L = Late

President: Carlos Gonzalez
Vice President: Oscar Machuca
Secretary: Raul Pulido
Treasurer: Gilbert Rocha
PRO: Joe Perez
Advisor: Dennis Marletti
Senate Chair: Peter Salazar
Senator: Hung Su

Senator: Carmen Jimenez
Senator: Laurien Moraga
Senator: Peter Salazar
Senator: Elizabeth Rangel
Senator: Deserie Mandujano
Honorary Member: Amber Macaulay
Honorary Member: Israel Celis
Honorary Member: Aaron Padilla

1.3 Approval of Minutes
08-26-11
– Motion to approve the Minutes: Liz, 2nd Laurien (Approved, All in Favor)

1.4 Approval of Agenda
09-02-11
- Motion to strike “Senator: Peter Salazar” from the Agenda: Liz, 2nd Gilbert
- Dennis suggested we make it clear that the promotion of student services and the promotion of scholarships are two different things.
- Motion to approve the Agenda: Liz, 2nd Gilbert (Approved, All in Favor)

2. Public Forum
(This time is reserved for members of the public to address the board on any matters of concern. A time limit of three minutes per person, ten minutes per topic will be strictly enforced.)

2.1 Tony Dee – OC TV
- No Show

2.2 Tom Stough – OC Library
- No Show

3. Discussion Items/ New Business (There is a two-minute time limit, not to exceed ten minutes, which may be extended by a two-thirds majority vote.

3.1 Discussion on: Club Rush/ Remembrance Week
- Gilbert took the ceramic tiles that were made to the ceramics department.
- Flyers are incomplete. Liz suggested we use last year’s flyer.
- Liz mentioned that we still need signup sheets for the clubs.
- Carlos said Dean Englesen is willing to pay for anything we might need for the event.
- Carlos also mentioned that Karen would like to have a campus wide barbecue.
- Dennis wanted to clarify if the 9/11 ceremony is scheduled for Thursday?
- Carlos mentioned that Oscar will be getting the color guard for the ceremony.

3.2 Discussion On: Expansion of lending library
- Tom was supposed to come to discuss this.
- Carlos mentioned that we’re going to work with the library on expanding their library.
- Carlos is going to follow up with Tom and invite him back next week.

3.3 Discussion on: Promotion of student services and scholarships
- Carlos has been talking to Maria.
- Dennis suggested the best way to advertise for scholarships would be using our social networking websites.

3.4 New Business: Debit Card Survey
- Dennis suggested we get a Survey for the VCCCD Debit Card & the My.VCCCD Portal.
- Carlos has been getting a lot of complaints about the Debit Card.
- Dennis suggested that we make a list of all the complaints and all the things wrong with the Debit Card.

3.5 New Business: Club Olympics
- Aaron suggested having it at College Park in November.
- The event would be a series of various sporting events between the clubs of each of the vcccd campuses.
- Aaron will get a list of everything needed for the event and will present it at a later time.

4. Action Items/ Old Business (There is a two-minute time limit, not to exceed ten minutes, which may be extended by a two-thirds majority vote.)

4.1 Action on: Teddy Bear Cancer Foundation “Baby Wipe Drive”
- $300 budget for prizes.
- Liz pointed out that we need a flyer to help advertise the event.
- Motion to approve $300 budget for Teddy Bear Cancer Foundation “Baby Wipe Drive”: Hung, 2nd Liz (Approved, All in favor)

5. Reports

5.1 President Carlos Gonzalez
- A couple of students and faculty approached me about getting a coffee machine for the cafeteria.
- I will get in touch with John al-Amin about the coffee machine.
- Everyone should get certified to handle food.
- OCTV approached Carlos about doing a Q&A segment.
- Carlos thinks we should get a taco truck for night students.
- Carlos thinks it would be good to have a representative for night students.
- We need to work together and increase participation within ASG.

5.2 Vice President Oscar Machuca
- No Report

5.3 Secretary Raul Pulido
- Once again Raul printed out his report, it was read aloud by Gilbert.

5.4 Treasurer Gilbert Rocha
- No Report

5.5 PRO Joe Perez
- I have an idea, I want to make a mural on the performing arts center of a big condor.

5.6 Advisor Dennis Marletti
- Someone from City of Hope will be here for the Bone Marrow Drive.
- Keep the survey for the Debit Card & Portal clean.

5.7 Senate Chair: Peter Salazar
- No Response

5.8 Senator Hung Su
- No Report

5.9 Senator Carmen Jimenez
- No Report

5.10 Senator Laurien Moraga
- No Report
5.11 Senator Elizabeth Rangel
- I don’t appreciate Oscar’s comment about Gilbert doing “Bitch work”.
- All work that is put into ASG is no “bitch work”, everyone needs to participate and help out.
5.12 Senator Deserie Mandujano
- No Report
5.13 Honorary Member Amber Macaulay
- No Report
5.14 Honorary Member Israel Celis
- I attended the Distance Education Committee
- They discussed getting more hybrid classes and making it more EAC friendly.
5.15 Honorary Member Aaron Padilla
- No Report
6. Some Assembly Required
- None
7. Announcements
- None
8. Adjournment @11:15pm
- Motion to adjourn: Liz, 2nd Hung (Adjourned)